Contact Details:
 Web: - www.nepaltouroperators.com
 Email: - nepaltouragency@gmail.com
 Cell No: - +9779871016865 (whatsapp, viber, wechat )
Everest View Tour is one of the fascinating tours in Nepal to enjoy the beauty and
breathtaking views of Himalayan panoramas such as Everest, Annapurna,
Dhaulagiri, etc. On this tour, you can explore the tradition and culture of the
locals around the Kathmandu Valley. The Everest View Tour is a convenient
package to see Mount Everest 8,848 m from its closest point and other mountains
of Nepal, including the culture and tradition of Nepal, historical, and World
Heritage sites.
Everest View Tour Highlights






You can enjoy the panoramic view of the highest mountain Mount Everest
You will visit the world heritage sites of Kathmandu, Bhaktapur, and Patan.
You can have a breathtaking sunrise and sunset view from Nagarkot.
You will experience the daily life of villagers in Nepal.
You will visit the most important Buddhist stupa, Bouddhanath, and
Swayambhunath

Everest View Tour
Everest View Tour is one of Nepal's best tour packages to enjoy the magnificent
view of the Himalayas. It allows you to experience and discover the beautiful
ancient temples, world heritage sites, and panoramic mountains view and
Stunning sunrise and sunset views. You will experience the local culture and
traditions. You can enjoy an endless chain of snowy peaks that will be your
memory.
One of the biggest attractions for visitors is Mount Everest. If you are in short
periods and other restrictions, mountain flights offer an alternative to climbing
and provide a lasting memory of the highest peaks on earth. Everest View Tour
Packages offer an intensive tour of Nepal, offering an excellent insight into the

rich ancient cultures and ethnic diversity. Mountain flights are operated by
national airlines.
You will also visit the Cultural UNESCO World Heritage sites of Kathmandu Valley
to explore the historical and traditional essence. Another option is sunrise from
Nagarkot Hill that is the always refreshing reminder of the beautiful panoramic
view of the Himalayas. You can enjoy the sunrise view in the eastern Himalayas
near Nagarkot. After breakfast, you will return to Kathmandu. Along the way,
continue to visit Patan Durbar Square and Bhaktapur Durbar Square. Therefore,
our three nights / 4 days Everest View tour package is the most rewarding way to
get to know its rich heritage culture.
Detailed itinerary of Everest View Tour
Day 01: - Welcome to Kathmandu airport and transfer to the hotel.
Upon your arrival at Kathmandu Tribhuwan International airport, our office
representative will greet you and transfer to the reserved hotel. You can relax and
refresh at the hotel; we will host a briefing session about your trip in the evening.
Day 02: - Everest Mountain flight in the morning, city tour of the Kathmandu and
drive to Nagarkot
You will do an hour-long Everest mountain flight over Mount Everest early in the
morning to get the Himalayas' best views. This flight takes you to Mount Everest
and the surrounding mountains and back to the hotel for breakfast. After
breakfast starts the Kathmandu Valley sightseeing tour, you can visit the sacred
Temple of Pashupatinath and Swyambhunath, which are very old and largely
UNESCO World Heritage Site. From here, drive to the largest Buddhist stupa in
Boudhanath and then to Nagarkot. Arrival and check-in at the hotel in Nagarkot.
After getting a refresh, stroll through the village and enjoy the valley's view with
the Himalaya. Enjoy the sunset's look in the golden panorama of the Himalayas:
night stay at a hotel in Nagarkot.
Day 03: - Sunrise view in Nagarkot and Tour to Bhaktapur and Patan and back to
Kathmandu.

Today, you get up early in the morning to see the spectacular sunrise over the
Himalayas. The sun's first rays that shoot up the peaks and glow in a variety of
shades of pink, gold, and red while slowly illuminating the Himalayas become
extremely beautiful. Travel back to Kathmandu after visiting Bhaktapur and Patan
Durbar Square. You will arrive in Kathmandu and check-in at the hotel. In the
evening, go for shopping and personal activities. You will spend the night in
Kathmandu.
Day 04: - Drop to Kathmandu international airport
According to the departure schedule, we will take you to the International airport
to return home.
Highlighted places of the tour
Kathmandu Durbar Square: It is the royal palace of the former King of Nepal in the
heart of the Kathmandu Valley. Kathmandu Durbar Square was built in 1672 by
King Pratap Malla. Kathmandu Durbar Square is the royal palace where the king is
crowned, and his coronations are celebrated. This palace's main attraction is the
royal palace with historical arts, Kumari Ghar, Kasthamandap, and Jaisi. Kumari
Ghar means the house of the goddess Kumari. Kumari is the only god in the world
who lives. So this place is unique for the god Kumari. Kasthamandap is one of the
most famous temples, which was only built out of the woods by Queen Laxmi
Narsimha in the 16th century. The entire building consists of the forests of a
single tree. This building has the most exciting and surprising wood arts, which are
unique. The Jaisi Development Temple is a sacred temple for Hindus, dedicated to
Lord Shiva. So this is kept on the UNESCO World Heritage site.
Bhaktapur Durbar Square: It is another royal palace of the former king, also on the
UNESCO list of World Heritage sites. Bhaktapur Durbar Square is located east of
the Kathmandu Valley, created by Ananda Malla in the 12th century. Bhaktapur
Durbar Square is the most popular and best known than the other Durbar Square.
The popularity behind Bhaktapur Durbar Square is its magical history, ancient
architecture, old royal palace, 55-window palace, and the Nyatapol Temple, also
known as the tallest temple in Nepal in the 17th century, and Siddhi Laxmi, the

Bhairabnath temple in Batala, dedicated to temples, the Lion's Gate, and other
people's oldest Hindu and Buddhist monuments.
Patan Durbar Square: Patan Durbar Square is one of the most visited sites in the
Kathmandu Valley, also on the UNESCO list of World Heritage sites. Patan Durbar
Square was created in the 16th century by King Siddinarshinma Malla. Patan
Durbar square main attraction is its magical historical architecture. The Golden
Temple, Krishna Mandir, the Peace Gallery, the Patan Museum, and many other
places are the main reason for its popularity. According to legend, a golden
temple was found in the 12th century. Its facade is covered with golden metal
plates; that is why it is called the Golden Temple. Krishna Mandir is the central
holy place for Hinduism. Each site has a fascinating history.
Pashupatinath Temple: It is one of the oldest temples listed on the World
Heritage List in 1979. The origins of Pashupati have different stories. A story says
that Shiva and Parvathi, as soon as they leave, rest on the Bagmati River banks.
Then Lord Shiva was impressed by the beauty of the jungle. Then Shiva and
Parvathi changed their avatar to deer. After a time, other gods begin to search for
Shiva, and then they found Shiva as a deer in the jungle and was refused to leave
this jungle. So he lived as a deer in the Bagmati river, later he is known as
Pashupatinath, which means the owner of all animals.
Nagarkot: On the Everest View Tour, we see the sunset and sunrise over the
Himalayan panoramas, such as the Everest mountain range, the Annapurna
mountain range, the Manaslu mountain range, the Ganesh Himal mountain range,
the Langtang mountain range, the Jugal mountain range, the mountain range
Rolwaling, and many others. Nagarkot is the best destination to enjoy the most
beautiful views of the Himalayas / panoramas. During the walk from Changu
Narayan to Nagarkot, you can experience the locals' daily lives and its tradition
and culture.
Cost Include
 We provide airport, hotel, airport transfers in a private vehicle.
 We provide accommodation in a three-star hotel with breakfast.

 Your Mountain Flight fare is including
 You will get Experience guide for a tour of Kathmandu, Bhaktapur, and
Patan
 The price is having for necessary documents and all government taxes
 You will get a deluxe private vehicle for all transfers.
Cost does not include






Lunches, dinner, drinks and are not included in price.
You will pay for Nepal Entry Visa; you can get it upon arrival at the airport.
You will pay for International flight fare and airport tax,
We will pay entrance fees for monuments during sightseeing.
Tips and gratitude for guide and driver

Accommodation and foods
All accommodations for this tour are based on double sharing, which is included
in the travel expenses. We select the hotel according to the hygiene standard,
quality of service and, the location, etc. You will spend Three-star luxury hotel
accommodation in Kathmandu and Nagarkot. We serve a buffet breakfast at the
same hotel. If you are traveling alone, share a room with another person of the
same gender as your group. If you prefer a single room, you must inform yourself
before booking the tour paying an available room surcharge
VISA REQUIREMENTS
All foreign tourists need a visa to enter Nepal. Most guests are eligible for a visa
upon arrival at the airport. You can get it at a Nepalese embassy abroad or upon
arrival in Nepal. Depending on the rush, it takes between 20 minutes to an hour.
Guests are responsible for checking and verifying all visa requirements before
arrival. Your passport must be valid for at least six months the day you enter
Nepal.
You need a passport photo, and the following fees depend:
 15 days USD $ 25 or an equivalent convertible currency
 30 days USD $ 40 or an equivalent convertible currency

 90 days USD 100 or equivalent convertible currency
Cultural Considerations
For those of you who visit Nepal, we recommend cultural information to adapt
and feel comfortable:
The dress code is essential for both men and women. Men and women should
wear pants instead of shorts when traveling in Nepal. It is fine for men in vests,
but Women should try to be as modest as possible in these situations.
Hindus are concerned about the ritual contamination of food when touched by
someone outside their caste or religion. Therefore, do not feel cooked meals and
do not touch your lips when drinking from a container used by others. Don't eat
with your left hand and only give or receive with your right hand. Shoes are
considered degrading. So keep them on the floor and pull them out before
putting your feet on anything. When entering a Nepalese house, follow your
host's example to decide if you want to take off your shoes. However, when you
enter a temple or monastery, you must take them off.
You will pass Buddhist walls, choirs, and Buddhist stupas on the way and follow
local traditions and should turn them to your right.
Travel insurance
Travel insurance for every itinerary of our company is a prerequisite for booking a
vacation. At the very least, you must have emergency health insurance, and
repatriation, including the cost of mountain rescue, theft, loss, damage, and
clinical problem, is an excellent idea for traveling in Nepal. There are a variety of
guidelines. Please read all the general terms and conditions of your insurers
carefully in an incredibly important part, and they write it correctly in the fine
print. Some policies exclude "dangerous activities" (including motorcycling and
trekking, bungee jumping and rafting).
Select a policy that covers emergency and clinical return, including helicopter
evacuation and general medical evacuation. You may prefer a policy that pays
directly at hospitals than issues them locally and claim them later. In Nepal, most

clinical treatments have to pay upon delivery. If your insurance company doesn't
make an advance payment, make sure you get receipts to make claims later.
It would be helpful if you understood that you are ultimately responsible for all
costs associated with evacuation and return procedures. It is your responsibility
to pay the costs of evacuation or medical treatment. You should be fully aware of
the effects of organizing your travel insurance and understand the limitations and
exclusions of your policy. You must be aware of certain circumstances; our
company guide may initiate helicopter (or other necessary) rescue operations in
medical emergencies without first asking your insurance company for approval.

